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Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, October .21 ,- 1947

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 ft E NEWSPAPER FOR 0% ER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Fire Ravages Palatial Bar Harbor
Estates As Island Residents Flee

Congressman Chapman Tells
Of Ky. Political Situation

MURRAY POPULATION —

Vol. XIX; No. 112
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about the planting of, the entire
Silver unchanged in New York Progiiiin Urged -adoption of universal military training, and wartime mocounty judge McCreary county has
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ais the Deinecfatic candidate for the as judge. Nett-Clime a deputy U.
No.
Name
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to go to the County Agent's office
oats and barley futures weak.
• office of State auditor.
The Breds lost the selison open- 80 Sanders
S Marshall during the Wilson ad- at once and place their order.
LE
Phillips 32
McCreary county was carved out
er to a strong Miami University 50 Hackney
LT Rimier ci 46
ministration, after which he enWASHINGTON. Oct 22 113111-Union leaders said today that AFL
of Whitley county during the adteam by a 28-12 count. The next 82 Hooks
CHICAGO. Oct. 24 iLYTO-ProLG
Hicks 47
Grandma Chuckles
and
CIO demands for. another round of wage increases might be sideministration ol Gov_ James P Mc- tered business at Stanford_
three games were all won by a aa47 M.'Carlisle
C D. Crouch 38 duce:
JEANETTE.. Pa, I UPI - They
n-e dettroyed by fire, Mr.
tracked if the special session of Congress can bring about a substantial
Creary in 1913. Mr Jones then an 41isi
last half spurt and by one touch- 1 -23 K. Evitt
trucks;
young
steady.
RG
Poultry:
24
Kunkel
35
employe of tte Stearns Coal anctieraes
k employment with a whistle at grandma in Jeanette, and down. Morehead fell 13-6. Eastern 26 Rodgers
cut in living costs.
RT
Hawkins 50 geese 30_
Lumber Company, of Stearns Was shoe company and traveled east- slim. chic Grandma Natalie Lauf- Kentucky 21-13 and Memphis State 90 Wyatt ict RE
Their attitude was that Congress should have a chance to bring down
J. Crouch 9
Cheese: Twins 41 1-2 - 42; single
fer
smiles
with
appreciative
nonjudge
county
first
ern Kentucky. He was an employe
named as the
14-7.
88 McClure
QB
Logel 37 daisies 43 1-2 - 44: Swiss 63-68.
the high cost of living before labor presses for the third general hourly
chalance.
Mrs.
Lauffer
became
a
and
six
years
if this company when he became
• aajd-servad for two
Coach Jim Moore plans to' start 81 WelkeLH
Galey 40
Butter: 337.485 lbs. firmer; 93 pay boost since the end of the war. Most union workers received a first
grandmother at 35 when her 18onths. Democrats, then as now, a candidate for auditor in May.
Captain Jack Wyatt at right end. 35McDalaiel
RH
Working 24 score 71; 92 score 69 1-2; 90 score round pay hike of 48 1-2 cents'
an hour last year and 15 1-2 cents an
year-old
daughter,
Mrs.
Eugene
Mr. Jones has been married
were not numerous. in the new
Wyatt is playing his second year 52 McClain
Fla
Riley 20 67; 89 score--85 1-2. Carlots; 90 score
hour F.ecorift round boost this year.
county arid it hfra not had a Demo- twice, his first wife Miss Ella Dietz. became a mother.
with Murray after tranafeehing
Murray: Line average. 190; back- 67 1-2; 89 score 65 1-2.
Woods"Jones, cif 'McCreary having
cratic dainty judge since.
from Southwestern .in Memphis. field average, 169; team average,
Eggs: 6.370. cases; weak; extras 1
Improvement Shown
Mr. Jones was born in Green died many years ago. Mr. Jones
"Automatic Bob" Sanders will 182.
Evansville: Line average. unquoted; extras 2, 55-57; 3 and
ATLANTA. Ga. a UPI-Two ad- get the nod at the,, left end post 198;
county, the son of Thomas L. and and his present wife. Mrs. Gladys
backfield average, 185; team 4, 49.51; standard 1 and 2. 48; 3 and
Sarah Sexton Jones. He attended Hodges Jones, of Tennessee, now joining South Georgia countries-- Sanders is the only starter who is average, 194.
JACKSONVILLE. Fla. Oct. 24 ilIP)-One biologist blamed it on
4, 46-47: Current recepits 45-47: dirthe rural schools of Green county live in Lexington. He has one son, Tift and Cook-which formerly not a letterman. Bob was ,hampOfficials: Hickman Duncan, ref- ties 36-37; checks 35-36.
sex and another on hunger, but everybody agreed there were lots of,
and later graduated from Buchan- Harry N. Jones. of South Boston, were known as the malaria center ered all last season by a bad leg eree, Nashville. Tenn.; Dick Lindfrogs.
Mass. He is a member of the Pres- of the state, produced this year's bat has c'ome'back this fall with a say, umpire, Nashville, Tenn.: Pete
an Institute at Campbellsville.
_ , Thousands on thousands of tiny frogs hop-hopshopped across a, reschurch. the
Masonic boy and' girl health champions of Hew zeal and fight. Sanders has Gracey. headlinesman. Nashville,
He then took employment with a byterian
Mrs. -Ralph Wear was the guest
coal company in Bell county and Lodge, the Shriner and a num- the Georgia 4-H Club Congress at made six of eight extra point at- Tenn.: T. Sled& field judge, Mur- of Mrs. Sam Stone. near Union idential section here yesterday, heading wcist. They covered an area two
the Southeastern World's Fair here. tempts with the last five consecu- I ray, Xy.
later with the Stearns company ber of civic organizations.
blocks wide and the mass moved about a 12104 every hour and a half.
City, Tenn., Thursday night. ,
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Available For Farmers In November
•

Murray High School To Receive Dual
. g Instruction
Control Car For Drivin

LATE BULLETINS

Introducing Our Candidates -

Aerial Highway Planneir

1

MARKETS
At A Glance

Fumbling Cost Billions

Third Pay Hike May Wait

Now Frogs Invade Florida

JO

_

•

•
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thereof. 1947. in die above cause
for the purpose of payment of
&Ails and costs herein expended, I
shall proceed to offer. for sale at
the court house door in Murray,
Kmaucky. to the highest bidder at
public auction. on Monday the 27th
South 4 degrees 21 I
day of October. 1947. at 1 o'clock Street: thence
East with the Last edge of
or thereabout iS'anle being county minutes
South Ninth Street. 190 feet to a
court day', upon a • credit of six
described stake; thence North 44 degrees Id
months. the following
East 595 feet to the West
property. being and lying in Cal- minutes
edge of South Eighth Street; thence
loway County. Kentucky, tuwit:
North 4 degrees West with the
I will offer the following two West edge of South Eighth Street
I tracts together as one tract and ac- 495 feet to the South edge of Popccpt the highest and best bid, said lar Street; thence South 83 degrees
t
, two tracts I am so directed to aell 50 minutes West, along the South
being as follows
edge-of Poplar Street 270.8 feet to
TRACT NO. I
the point of beginning.
A tract_ of 60 acres in the N. E.
Also all household goods -now in
Qr. of -Se:. 10, T I. R 4 E. being the hospital building, which ui lothe same land conveyed to J. A. cated on the above described propMyers by deed from Lula Clayton, erty, and all office furniture, fixrecorded, in Deed Book 9, page 158. tures and supplies. operating room
Alr:o. see surveyor's plat filed here- furniture, fixtures and equipment.
with in this action.
instruments, medicines.
surgical
TRACT NO. 2
x-ray machines and equipment, and
A remainder of a certain tract all other household, kitchen and
conveyed to W. J. and J. A. My- hospital furniture, fixtures, uteners by Caldwell, recurded in Deed sils and equipments, which are now
Rook 23. page 520, this being the owned by William Mason Memorial
.,ction of the tract left after cer- Hospital Association and placed in
An portions were conveyed to the said building.
iighway Department for highway,
purposes and to others, this tract
lying and being along the east side
of Highway No, 95. See surveyor's
plat .for further'description.
I will then offer the following
perma.s.uo•- rw,..red by R. G. leers
te.! tracts together. arid accept the I
highest.and best bid_ as follows:
"What greater knowleerge could man 'obtain than
_ TRACT NO. 3
Word?"
God's
that of knossing
30 aeres in the S. W Qr. of Sec.
by Atte d
te J. A. Myers recorded in Deeti
Book 9, page 158 Also see Surveyar's Plat filed in this action.
Sponsored by the LAYMEN'S NATIONAL COMMITTEE:
TRACT NO. 4
Vanderbilt Hotel, New York 16, N. Y.
123 acres-in the S. E. Qr. of Sec.
OCTOBER 20-26, 1947
10. T 1, R - 4 East, being a remainder .if lands conveyed to J. A. MyLet us pause this week to refresh our memories or acquaint
ers by deed recorded in Deed Book
ourselves with the priceless comfort that Book of Books pro-12'.' page 350. See Surveyor's Plat
filed in this action.
vides for all those who turn to it with a sincere desire for
I will then offer all tracts toguidance.
gether- and accept the highest bid.
I will then offer and sell the following two tracts separately, toTHIS HESSAGE'COMES To YOU THROUGH THE COURTESY OF
wit
THE LEDGER & TIMES
•
TRACT NO. 5
One tract of n acres located in
S E Qr of Sec 4. T -1. R 4 East.
For further description see deed
from H E Former to E L Hal et
al. szcZkrctect . un deed book 54, page
385 and also see Plat filed in this
K t LITMAN
la
about mem ages They weir action by te Surveyor.
orrespondent
United Pre-, Mail
askcd Maw old they were and
TRACT NO. 6
each case they answered frankly
One tract of 46 acres in the S. E.
WASHINGTON Oct 24
ScDstin
Caumu.. • It is no oigrace. even for
2. T 1. It 4 East, being
star. to grow o'Cr
: tra•
hinds willed to Betty Myers. by
s
2 They all seethed to make an M. Fair, who inherited same from
excellent impression in the Con- his father. Robertson Fair. who obssnititi and the Washingtonians tained same by deed as shown in
them Sure
,,unriniii to who crowded in to see
Deed Rota( L. Page I. and also see
s in Hollymidule-aged there are Conumuust
filed bY the Surveyor in this
but Plat
raany...
Not
agreed,
they
wood,
. ..1 'ern are deth.::ys are. action.
who
knows
everybody
p itniciles...11oMe the
For the purchase price the purAna rican in the
d chirp. :int -rid ev-'rY i-oud
ChaNVI anlat execute bond with appull
they
that
it
to
secinst
high that 'lily to
proved securities, bearing legal in, phoney, in the films
from the day of sale until
terest
of
pioud
were
They said they
having the force and efand
paid.
in
resord
its
inch.' v Situ- Holljwo.,d arid of
Bidders will be
judgment.
a
of
fect
s.trnecernbatting the Pink,- Anti
n
:,
with
:can. prepared to comply promptly
Arne:
it!
t
w ire;
S Hart. Mas.1 -eii:dn't h.'p hut feel pron.! Of these terms- -George
Old men. .I!. old mar sa- ter Commissioner.
,.ther
y .,9
t,
o ,t..
.•..11 ..f bobby sox,'• unbe
new label • '
bulons
. poll o'•
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THE KENTUCKY PILE-as Asat.t4 lATION
Editor
We reserve the right to reject an Advertising. Letters to the
best intererst
of Itubl,c 'Viece items which to our opinion are not for the
of our readers.
Friday Afternoon, October 24. 1947

Watchdog In Training
i:fl-1i.art.11.'Y Act. lla:."11.t livI I tug giten it hy
oruund,
..1
fri,•tullt. pup.
f labor are disco\ ering the 'Inati
.1tI.
tt irt gross ux:aggeration. Now
win titick the resitiert; Of the
, !y
tbe spanking the A. F. of I. has

ILoit
I, I I,•
t.
ii
Nov., att, .i-t.....t ." ,..r
Tile
th.
rank
just

.1 . •

g.

.!,•1:n I.

ha. been t reated and stimulated by the
F.
I. O. and
points within the
ng
prodt•.i
pulinjtthe union hierarchy have sought
of
LI
:trIT,•-•.--fori--of united union opposition to
to r. ate a
.

the
trial balance on the ae't's effect
Iii' alarm and much of enevidence .so far that employers
ilabor. Of all thc
a- a ktub
.
Labor Relations Boart :in the
tqlt tI 'rn;Iv.'. of unions. .

.11, strikes
so far. he I
I '0.! tr. "'•
•••
i•
! • r:'

:111

-.. it _app.:a. a- tie L izli the
44 Ott 1::t' NLRB has .pass•••1. The big
L f)-14•11 I iff+Iiit• to I-1,
t•1.11 triplayrrs. and unions which
N.'!" • iitt'racts
the law.-and which 3P-t<up
arHtri.tison of tlifficulaes, has
:••
rooter pros isioNstif
.\!. 4 •
mild. out hiM their Offivers
:
f
-•

.

I "rids.
'itct that it
Act i% j
Tr.ft-ilar.
sli.:te predictable. we don't
A- ...et it
maturity by
advar:, d the
In„ In•til.arn
it ,,n non-remintunist :if.,.' the aftida\it miltter up to the Olin;t
1-zuniste and Holse
iiuelt.i'itnents and slitnil ready to
-uch
r.- -!•ect.\-0

'
.•

. ...1 careful trairniw. it appearan't help but 4.rrow up aA,
three major intere-ts
th.- cn-.Hoyer's and the

I iI

'1!
n

• •

4-•-••

Let's Start Work on Kentucky Lake
State Park at Eggner's Ferry Now!

Othman Finds That Film Lovers And Othman
Too Are Getting Bald, Wrinkled, Paunchy

By Ed Noiziscr

1"

COMMISSIONER'S
.SALE

Busy Hill News
-

'Shucs!

s

Calloway Circuit Court

y, ii eer. Dr. Ora Kress liaison. individual!,
Sit,y tont:. haii• any
and as a director member of the
I haven't seen
n
la on ord Du-tit:0
— Constituency- and Pri,odeibt of the'
rt
w:te.
:n quT:t.
V. ilhani 711.vooli Memorial MOS-kB ii Rowland arid J.... I'..1 ROWr:1'LO ,-%s'.0, 1Ation it orporation ,
: !id at., in toun.A.,day'
Plaintiff
.s. 'Lune Hand- in t..m.i; FriVS: Judgment on thr A11%%% cr. And
cross-petition. 4.S amended, of
FuLte r. H Walker, MiiJefferson Standard Life Insuri.
M.s.re and
. Sunday morn'
f. .r
ance tompan%. and order of sale.
Murray Hospital Associatiov. Wilsee
v. • .1'itt.
F''. t
liam Mason Memorial Hospital
Jminie H. )• and
••
Association A Corporation,. Dr.
d..y *his
NVyrir..
D. U. Krt..' as Vice President. a
director and a member of the'i
day
S.
pi
f•oustituenty of the said William
FulIt • !!
Mason Memorial Hospital its.'..'nation. Dr. Lauretta Kress. Dr
her
- 01..
.r.
R. M. Mason. M. W. Hickok and
ai.d Mrs
\L
.% RUSk.jer as Directors of the
,
1101.11111Mason
11.
r_
Lll AMM4'1.44011. }red Barber AS a
1- ei • .•r at.t
onstituenry of
member Of the
til l
Mrs'
'Mt
s.ud Hospital "%association.
Patricia Drake. and the Jefferson
Standard Life Imurastee Comp.ui). a it (apt:oration.
Defendants
rt,
Hi i.rtue f ri judgment and itr'17-000
der of sale of thii ,Calloway Circuit'
n tiers Court rendered at the August term
tour thereof. 1947. in the above cause for
•Yht. lby the purpose of payment of debt and
,
interest and costs herein expended, r511:1111 pr.K'Ved ti offer for sale
1 'A ,'
II. T. at's at the court .house door in Murof the
ray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder• at public auction. on Miinday.
tht ''7th day of Oetobcr: 1947. at
1 o'clock or thereabout isame being county 'court dayi, up.in ii
credit of six months, the following
described property. being arid lying
in C411,411,- County Kentucky. towit
Beginning on the mouth 'side of
in oil mart
I albeit
eoplar Street at the NortheaSt currucr`of the It owned by 0. J Jenmar, M li,11 and line,. Hill.
Plaintiffs nings.?ame being the 0. J. Jenn ings min-, place. thence South
Ift.krtii Uell And I 0111, 11,11 arid the
0 J Jenbras and treditors of iv a Hill. along the E.ist side of
45 minutes
and the bro. And i rechtors of tongs' It ,s 3 degrees.
E • .3 1 ft feet 1,, a s stake: thence I
gout1
Huth Stiers
F84 degrues 45 minutes Wes' I
lief endAnts
the South propert lint
along
N(11111 1)1 ,
%1
E Porsot,.,.
j.
: ''I'- 0
' t‘iii staki

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

•

To Reach
TI-

LIC
•

Sugg

OIJs.
•

Sunday

Featuri

For So Little

/I

"JOE BEAVER

ON
neat
In t

So Many People

1'

1

•

There Is No
her Way...

THIS IS NATIONAL BIBLE WEEK

•

cii:

'Wank

!

•
rd

dressers, bedside tables,
The major items of said chattels 'about 60
Two-oven :several overbed tables. and Some
are as follows,
the usual amount of bed
range in kitchen; Hobart dish wash- 1200 chairs:
pillows, blankets. etc; eight
er; usual supply of cooking uten- linens,
five examination tasils; dishes; extractors, etc; tables, office desks;
cabinets; various inchairs; class room chairs, skeleton, bles; 15 filing
and examining equipcharts and other equipment; one struments
lights, etc; together
washer. extra cots, tubs, thousand- ment; scales,
furniture, fixtures,
other
all
with
diafour
etc;
irons,
mangle,
inch
equipment now owned
thermy machines, one infra red, utensils and
Mason Memorial Hosone violet ray (water cooled) etc; by William
and contained in
electric light cabinet. Russian steam. pital Association
and, or which may
room equipment, tubs, massage ta- saida.building
purchased by said
bles, etc; two operatinc tables, hereafter be
Mason Memorial Hospital
Hawley bone taWes, two instru- William
and contained in said
ment . cabinets filled with instru- Association
same be mentionwhether
building,
machines
gas
Heidbrink
snents.i a
list, or otherwise.
for odministering anesthetics, etc; ed in the above
For the purchase price the pur2 water sterilizers. :Jurteen gallon
capacity; one autoclave and one chaser must execute bond with ap14x17 instrument sterilizer; four proved securities, bearing legal infracture beds, two being Zimmer terest from the day of sale until
beds; a dozen double grank sur- paid. and having the force and efgical beds; about 40 innerspring fect of a judgment. Bidders will be
mattresses; about 100 felt mat- prepared to comply promptly with
tresses. about 100 beds, half of these terms—George S. Hart. Masback lifts; ter Commissioner
them Cquipped with

•

in supi

As Through

An
CO

Advertisement

CA
"
L

in The

Or
Of

Mt

Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Leading
Newspaper
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Mit YEARS OF MINERS
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mirr.mor.
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Durin;, the past five years, women have turned over to their meat dealers more than 625,pounds cf used cpoking fat salvaged in their kitchens, and the armed services have reed 112.' 75,2.846 mounds trT Idtr: .n grease. Celetr:ti es from all fields join fcrcs in those plc-

sr.....,•17•RV -"*" .a

-•-rr

•
tures to remind women that peace has not brought a siackei ing in the need for used cooking
fat. The war.born habit of conserving fats and oils must be r.,aintained, say government, food
and industrial experts. Salvaged fat helps to relieve world shortages of food and industrial fats

••

Women are urged to save all the fat they cannot use for food or cooking. Every drop of fat
that is rescued from the garbage can, or kept from going down the drain, helps relieve the
world shortage of fats and oils, and is needed as vitally as it was during the war period.

\ Private Farm
Loans To Be
Insured By Govt.
Pils ate lender, may now make
farm real estate loans for the purchase, enlargement and develop-:
ment of farmsand the mortgages
will be insured by the Federal
Government under the terms of
Public Law 731---79th Congress.
This is something new in the Farm
Ownersh4p. program of the_ Farm"is Hothe - AdhlIfilSteatiOn • ilistrnerly FSA-S.
The purpose of the mortgage insurance is to extend benefits to
larj.:2,r numbers and encourage•private lenders to make the loans and
thereby reduce the amount of public funds required to achieve the
objectives of the Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant Act of 1947. For the
past ten years the Farmers Home
Administration, or its predecessor,
the Farm Security Administration,
ON GREEK FRONTIER—King Paul of Greece inspects regular Greek troops at Yannina
has been making direct loans
field.
near the Albanian frontier, during his first tour of Greek army installations in
farm tenants to purchase, develon,
or enlarge family size farms, proIn background is the Albanian mountain range from which guerrilla bands reportedly
viding tney could not get credit
descend to fight Greek regulars.
.
These insured -far
elsewhere.
—
•
,
al:kr
r
mortgages are simple to handle
in each of the three states. In
e
and provide a means whereby priKentucky, a 34 per cent increase
can develop new
vate lenders
, was reported, with 1,663 disabled
business and
at the same time
TUG IN TIME—A rugged little Arizona miss. 21-month-old
veterans enrolled in job-training
broaden their services tu the comCarol Stevenson, of Phoenix, stands beside a cactus and tugs
...nurses October 1. compared with
munity.
at her diaper to keep it up after being chosen "Miss Diaper
ON-JOB TRAINING FOR
1.237 last April Ir. The number
Loans are limited to $12,000 and
of 1947."
DISABLED VETS lbSEs_
in -train-it-se in Oh4o ,s1:1- Octoher I--.
unlike the direct loans,'the appliA 13 per cent increase during waa 8,758, or 14 per cent greater cant mu.A be in a position to make
the past six months in the number than the 7,677 in training last April a 10 per cent down payment. The
of disabled vzterans in Okio. Mich- 1. A six per cent increase was interest is 3 1-2 per cent and the
Suggests you tune in Ow
igan and Kentucky' taking on-job noted in Michigan. with 4.787 in loans are repayable in 40 years.
training under the Vocational Re- training October 1 and 4.505 on Loans are based - upon ia normal
•
..• r• • -....
hottifilretiso.- At* -41katilie •41W Mat APIa$4.
II earning capacity appraisal of the
was reported by the Veterans AdApproximately
2.400
disabled farm b ya federal appraiser and
STATION WSM
rinnistration Branch Office in Co- veterans in the three states now must be approved by a County
Sunday, Oct. 26, 3:00 P. M. lumbus, 0.
are awaiting
assignment to job- Committee made up of three local
VA said 15.208 disabled veterans training facilities.- frieluding 1,500 persons at least two of them farmFeaturing LION'S activities were
enrolled
in
job-training in Ohio, 550 in Michigan gnd 350 ers). It is unlike other FHA proin support of Child Health courses in the three states on Oc. in Kentucky. Employers who are grams for which. Congress appro..ber I. compared with 13.419 last willing to accept disabled veterans priate funds. As an example:
Week
April 1.
as, trainees ari urged to contact
The John Doakes family wishes
The .1.11CII2a-SC shuaLed auar
e Use ri.uars,..1 VA uttic..i.-: - In tarry- st -family sire ffterri They
VET DEPENDENCY STATUS
are_gond farmers and have sufficient equipment but the price of
AFTECTS VA ALLOWANCES
Veteran,: acquiring dependents the farm is $12,000 and he cannot
after trainine under the G.I. Bill as get credit in a sufficient amount
single persons should notify Vet- to make the down payment usualerans Administration immediately ly required. He is able to pay the
so that an adjustment may • be 10 pet- cent or $1200. Then, say a
made in their subsistenCe. allow- bank. will • supply the balance or
—
ance payments, VA Branch Office $10,800 which is insured by the
officials in Columbus, 0., said to- Farmers Home 'Administration. If
CANDID AT E
the loan should be in default for
day.
roe GOVERNOR
VA increases payments as of the more than 30 days, the FHA will
44te--ban-le -a41- unpaid -pi-islets:Qt.,—
s ie
, vely.to the date a 'veteran actual- and interest- unpati and due. .If
Dosikes is in default for 12 months,
y acquired a dependent. _
the FHA wil hake ovee the- mortGI LOANS IN 3 STATES
gage and pay the bank in full. Of
TOTAL 5629,449.122
EARLE CLEMENTS
(LOON S DUMMIT
the 3 1-2 per cent that Doaks`pays
D•Nocrsh< C•mirriad•
World
War
II
freiHrbilcm
veterans
in
Ohio,
C•Mrd•l•
WE NEED A
-Michigan and Kentucky have ne- for the loan, the bank gets 2 1-2
cent is for
gotiated 112.920 home, tam and percent and 1-3 of 1 per
the
business Ii ant totalling $629.449,- the insurance and 1-2 is for
FHA to service the loan.
C4RNATIONS FOR ROYALTY — This English lass of lver
122 under loan guaranty previsions
The county supervisor works
i•f the G. I. Bill, it was djmounced
England, holds an armful of carnations of the variety that
success,
' , -day at the VA's tri-state .Branch with the family, for their
will be sent to Buckingham Palace for wedding of Princess
been doing with
just
as
they
have
Office in Columbus, 0.
Elizabeth on Nov 20 Growers from all parts of England will
the
direct
loans.
The
collection
The volume include,: Ohio. 59.carnation; for the decoration of the palace: • "
and
servicing
for
the
bank
its
all
702 loans for $349,421.2J8: Michidone by the FHA supervisor. Ungan. 41.914 loans totalling 8225,272.der the Lw a borrower is required
977; Kentucky, 11,304 loans aggieto get refinanced just as soon as
waling $54,7541'427.
•••
he has sufficient equity in the
VA
.
has
guaranteed
approximateLOOK FOR THIS QUESTION ON YOUR BALLOT
land to Make it a good bankable"
4Z _pittc—cent
this---tsitale ad,
Taft •Nricr-41—rates rkitlirexcess ot
vanced veterans by lending insti5 per cent interest. Veterans will
lotions.
Ninety-two per cent of
receive preference.
ie loan,: have
been
'for
homes.
.
a "Are you in favor of the calling of a
Li
A pplTen t
-should be made
Questions And Answers
through the local Farmers Home
convention for the purpose of revising
Q. Can I get wartime compenAdministration Office. The FHA
Lition rate paid for disabilities 1
Supervisor will gladly give the apor amending the present Constitution
ricurred in peace-time service?
plicant or the Tender all the necesA.
No. If your disability was
of Kentucky, and such amendments as
Sary informatien. All applications
October, 24
October 24
' iiicurr,ed in peacetime service, you
NO
can be processed promptly.
may have been made to the same?"
II not be entitled to wartime
-Information
concerning
the
At 10:00 O'clock CST
At 9:00 O'clock, CST
enefits unless your service falls
above loan can be obtained from
.iider Public Law 359, which proRaymond E. Hogue. FHA superides wartime rates if the disabilivisor, who is at the FHA Office
ty was the direct result .of armed
located in the Court House Buildconflict or was received while you
ing at Murray each first and third
'OUTEC A UO
SFE UNDE R
PRESENT
were engaged in extra hazardous
Wednesday afternoon from 1:30 p
DATE" CONSTITUTION
service.
m. to 3:30 p.m.
Q. HpW '
can I show that my padistributed
fairly.
rents are dependent on me ior sup- check does not waive any rights
• School funds cannot be
poi t?
you m-a' have in claiming greater
politics.
talcen'out
of
Education
cannot
be
•
A. Dependency•will be held to compensation or pension than that
exist it your parents do not have whieh has been awarded you.
• Kentucky voters lose $500.000 every two
an income sufficient to provide
Q. Can a ,veteran get a guaranyears through inefficient election methods.
reasonable .maintenance for them- teed loan on any type of legitimate
selves and member of their tam,- business on whic hthe lender is
ily under legal age. or members of
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE REASONS
to elnd money.
the family otherwise dependent by
Q. Do GI Insurance policies
WHY YOU SHOULD VOTE "YES" NOV. 4
reason of mental or physicai condi- participate in savings'
tion.
A. Yes. If favorable mortality
Q. If I accept the compensation experience and interest earnings
(This advertisement is contributed by a group of
check VA has sent me, does that warrant a premium adjustinent,
public spirited citizens who believe our present
mean I am satisfied with the rat- dividends from gains and savings
State Constitution retards Kentucky's development.
Political Adv.—Republican State Central Committee
ing given me?
will be authorize(rby the AdminA. No. 'The. acceptance of a istrator crt Veterans Affairs.

the

Ex-Service Men's
News

,
THE MURRAY

1

NEW DIVING BELL—Improved techniques of rescuing crew
members from sunken submarines have been made possible
pith MS new Navy rescue bell. A rescue -ship -finds
then divers fix cable from the bell to an escape hatch. •

-the--

.sub,"

rrr t

rr-r

^•••
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LNONS CLUB
•

QUIZ KIDS

f'

BOTH

AGREE

MIGHTY OLD CaLORY—,This__6(1_ by 90-loot American flag,
reputedly one of the largest in the country, flies from the
New Jersey end of the George Washington Bridge, weighs
500 pounds and ls held aloft by 5,000 pounds of guy ropes. Put
up for the first time on Columbus Day. it will fly ong_every
holiday when the wind velocity permits.

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

VOTE "YES"

i

We

ORANGE AND BLACK

A RADIO DATE,

YES

have

You'll Want to Keep !

Exl

TONIGHT

OVER
STATION
WHAS .

VOTE "YES"

CARO BOARD

TONIGHT

OVER
STATION
WPAD

IN LIMITED QUANTITIES

GET YOUR
HALLOWEEN

LT:-.GOV. KENNETH TUGGLE
and
SEN. JOHN SHERMAN COOPER

NEEDS NOW

Will Speak in Support of

ELDON S. DUMM1T

THE LEDGER 8E TIMES

For Govern& of Kentucky
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College
Calendar

iteiiPtv

omen's Page

Club News

October 24, Friday—Pre-homecoming activities. Chapel.
October 28, Saturday- -Homecoming. Football game with
JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M
Evansville College. here, 2:00
gulf 0 Sittig
p.m. Homecoming dance 8.30
m.
Jeria..a 1-3: Mattheo
October 2/. Monday—Preston
2534-4a
DEN'02142.14AL READING: Martheo
the Magician and Hypnotist,
.15-27.
sponsored by the Vets Club.
In auditorium
Matinee 3:00
p m : evening
performance.
7 30 o'clock.
October 111, Wednesday --Chapel
',son far October NI, 1a47
October M. Thursday—One act
plays sponsored by dramatics
S
us to
department. Adrnissior free.
• , .:.e .of the practssal Christian
college auditorium 8:15 p.m
preachers of the New Testament.
October .31. Friday—Costume
By MARGARETTA BRUCKER
Please open your Bible to the EpisStreet Dance on the carnpus.
tle , I -James, and
•• ••••• ••••••• ••••••••• Im•
Fotball g a me. Tennessee
reed especially the
Deborah Parrish. who lives ;ogled. And tomorrow evening,
Tech at Cookeville. Tcnn.
first two chapters.,
you
oath her young sister Nan in
will meet me and look over the
Halloween Carnival at
the
Jatnes was a Marl
fettle Harbor, a rammer resort, cottage with me and I promise
I'll
Training School
of great faith. but
has a job in the post office there. not go sentimental on you again."
November I. Saturday—Movie,
he realized, as we
A year has passed since she lost
And so, they agreed to meet
must realize that
little chapel.
her head over a handsome sain- again the next evening when Debotlier vkitor, Craig Benedict. a rah was through at the post °Mee.
faith is best ex- ,
poet,
who made love to her and
pressed in works.
However, after he had left her at
then dropped her, but she still her home and driven away, she felt
Then -.read
cannot
forget
him
and
the
hustrangely
let down. Could it be that
thew 25: 34-46. and
miliation he caused her. One she had convinced him too comfor the devotional
afternoon she meets anotthir pletely that, in the future. they
lesson. read Mat-'
good-looking summer visit or, must be no more than good friends?
thew 7: 15-27
Geoffrey Harriman, when his
Dr. Newton
When you shall
dog trips her with his leash.
HE found Nan setting supper on
have read these passages. you will
Geoff drives her home and asks
The Woman's Association of the
the table and told her of the
the:: be ready for The consideration
to
see
her
again,
hut she's afraid drive with Geoff, but Nan wa.s too
Presbyterian Church met !Of :01
to become involved a second tinie absorbed in her own affairs to show
of religion in e, - day life.
all day session Wednesday at the
with any young man from the more than perfunctory interest.
summer colony, particularly
home of Mrs. B. F Schernus.
"I met him in the bank this
when she learns that Geoff is morning and he said he was going
A
of Cold Water
Six chapters of the book. -Comrich. However, the following eve- to ask you to go driving." Nan said.
k 'HAT. scri.evne an; be asking, mitted Unto Us-, were studied and
ning, she goes for a drive with "I'm glad you went, darling."
him. He says he has come to
can I do to show my desire te discussed by the group.
Then, she plunged eagerly into
Little Harbor to sell his late an account of her first day at the
be of actual seratice.in the name of
A delicious potluck dinner was
grandmother's cottage and asks Chelsea Gown Shop. She positively
Jesus. Jesus telk us. He says that served at noim to. the following.
WAITING FOR THE DATE — Princess Elzabeth and her
her to help him fix it up. Though glowed with enthusiasm. Nan was
whosoever shall give a cup of cold Mrs W P Brisendine and Mrs
she's
Philip
Lt.
fiance,
still afraid uf becoming too always pretty but, this evening, she
Mountbattetig
the.ILQyal
Navy
are
showra
water in His name is do_ ii_assahe
much interested in - him, she was looking particularly lovely in a
in the White Drawing room of Buckingham Palace in this
iffsrsod.
B Ludwick. Mrs D F McConagrees to help him. Then, he im- smart little tailored dress in a soft
We live in a world that pairs- nell, Mrs Ada Hubbard. Mrs C -Teri illy posed photograph. They will be married on Thurspulsively tells her that he's crazy shade of green. A green bow
day. Nov 20. in Westminister Abbey.
about her—has been "sunk" ever perched in her red curls.
antly waits for a
up of told B Crawford. Mis.s Janice Crawsince he met her.
"Like this dress?" she asked.
water. I have just rrturned fro. a fed. Mrs. Mary BroZvn. Mist"Mrs. Taggart—she owns the shop,
another trip through I urope. 1 Bernice and Beatrice Frye. M7
You know—let me have it for only
CHAPTER VII
ass there in 1446, and I fell then and Mrs F D Mellen. David Mcfive dollars because It had been fitthat lite in Europe had reau bed Connell.
DEBORAH tried to meet ted to some one who changed her
Rev S C. McKee. anti
the last possible esprsion if
Geoff's glance, but could mind and refused to take it. ReMr and Mrs. Scherffius.
need. But this past summer I was
not. His words had set her member the five you gave me for
9.
startled to witness a still greater
heart to pounding. Though he my birthday? I bought it with
Seras A many perenssai flowess
need.
had expressed himself ineptly that ..."
,y be sawn this fall rather than
Deborah only half listened as
AFTER SOWING SEEDS IN COLDThe gaesson that irnrr.ediatels
at springs They -will ge.:-intnate
—though he did not have Nan talked on. In spite of good resFatimi, COVER VolTi4 LATTICE
came to essnd as I observed condi:lice and Will h.,,ve
coir,,per.d- To BREAK DIRECT illAS5 Or 54.ISi.
In int. :nt.r.-,t
of si
_
Craig's gift for fine phrases-- olutions to the contrary. her
ta ns
Germahy arid England and tweet ti. snake
.. .1.ince: growing
neyt
more se.wing.s. Miss
she knew what he meant. And, thoughts were still dwelling on
lt.ls past summer Flsrence Irnlas.
Geoff Harriman. Could he really be
.r
the weather.lig of
extenawn foot:for an- instant the thought
so.,f5
can us do to
in love with her on such short ac. ote:
- up gerrninata,n in
University
specialist at the
that
he
had
fallen
in
love
with
ssch nesdS Asd the._ answer was
quaintance? Anti if so—she drew a.
,ny •
which. sown in tit
Kentssky Csliege of Agr
her
sent
a
quivering
thrill
coursing
little sigh as she though
ready at
!nen: ,Ahat-you
prt• sl
to appear ii (ass
and Hems
EconOrnis-s. .usses•,
of what that might mean.
through her.
•
• .1 Jesus.
•
sieof t,
. cheaper siats and
"You haven't heard one word
ai
Then, caution reasserted itself.
•
•
•
the in
them .n neat War Chopprd
s
He couldn't...have fallen in love so I've said." Nan accused. "Don't you
.0 irtses.:1It
she says.. may be substituted to
swiftly. This was Just a pa-ssing want to hear about the shop. DebfsagineiLi
and sa third to a half of the meat in th..
emotion, stirred by the beauty Of bie? Are you still mad because I
I A:.1/.._•5 n.aats
of practical
the evening. Tomorrow he would took the Job? Isn't it better for me
Shua and
phloxes s. :
...oaf She said if liter loaf is sere • relation sln everyday life. Be
regret his impulsive words. She to work than just to sit around at
1 stoVi'
traits
remato
ed
with
sauce
or
chopped
tells us that sse are to be doers cd
mustn't forget what had happened home killing time?"
"I guess you're right," said Debotselundsines
the acrd and riot mere sayers
when she had listened to Craig and
dish
at
less
coat
than most cuts
I
es. Canterbury
had taken him seriously, Humilia- rah. thinking that the job did seem
the asrd, or hearers of the word.
!!s. pearls-firs:vett - bettflawrmir c - tion and wounded pride. She must to have had a good effect on Nan.
And 7,7.
, hef-. ea7.b the Word of Liver Leal
"Mrs. Taggart is going to have a
not forget all that—mustn't let her
34 lb ground meat
style show on the day she opens the
feeling for this man run away with
24
lb
chopped
Ii‘er
shop,"
Nan rushd on. "And she,
Is there a misunderstood boy in
her.
going to let me model. She says I
cri"poedisait pus'
tour blot k
Is there a 'girl in
"I know what you mean—what
have wonderful bones."
1 egg
you think you mean." she said, in a
tour (La,. at
haul who o.uffi F4
"Bones!"
'
411
strained voice. "But I—I don't
'4 cup breed ,rtairir from some bitter trusewm' fins
"You have to have good bones 1,
want things that way."
'4 _cup milk
lesson mould suggest to e% cry
wear clothes well." Nan explained.
"You don't want to meet a man ''I'm terribly
small chopped onion
Christian boy And elrl to es in
excited about the
one day and have him make love to
teaspscr.
show. Mrs. Taggart would have
ss mpathent
under standing
to
you the next. Is that It?"
sooner. but shethe
opened
shop
Pepper, if dew'
suu ii nt lichbor, and help them to
"It couldn't be love."
was delayed this season bocaus
o'er, ome these handl,•ps. lhus
"Couldn't it?''
Grir.d the meat arid dd stumps:
she had a big wedding to outfit in
we bet ume doers of the will of
..er
Add the other usgreeben•"No—you scarcely know me."
Chicago. MariannaMarvin was one
God.
Geoff was silent a Moment, then of the bridesmaids. And listen'
si mix PlaC'e in baking dish .1
•
•
•
asked, 'Is there some one else?"
Craig Benedict was at the weddinv.
mode.ratekv *arm .,vec .300 '
Deborah hesitated. "There has He's thick as _thieves with the
-sleereee.- vase! linter
----Living Our Religion
been some one else."
smart Chicago set now, lie's got a
d. nt. or Snout 45
60 ran,
vrHAT at -:r cc:ermines what
"I see." Geoff gripped the car's sponsor on the radio — reads
Gr1airsi neart can be sub,'
v pescle thalit of our setup:a..
wheel tightly."That tieing the case. poems to soft music—that kind
stuff." Nan giggled and made s
I shall try not
not what we say about our religious I ir the liver and bits of leftos
face. "I hone you pick a lie-mai.
..ked meet for the fresh beef
life. James teill ;LS In Sunday's lesE STEPPED on the starter and next time. Debbie."
son that faith without works 11
Men-- Liver loaf, baked pi !
turning the ear away from the
dead. It is that-very truth that our
RAH made no answer. bis
reamed onit.n.S. cabbage &sr.c:.:
beach, sent it hurtling along the
generation so mach needs to get
ssr,.11S. butter and fruit gelsDEsp. hie)was surprised to find tha•
curving road through the woods.
•h
hold upon.
. •
•Irc
Deborah, Stelling a glance at this chatter -about rratz --(herr, s
.ns
We have many perplexing situahim, saw that his Jaw was set and disturb her. Was it becaus.e
7.gs I
tion, in our world. Racial differstern. She had not meant to hurt other man. not Craig. was uppe
TEagie Sciart Tom
Lamb sr.c: • x:slet.c.
ences. d.fferesces regarding capital
his feelings How to tell him that most in her mind tonight?
"Debbie. tell me about your dn..
S .•.-.
r P....pn Wear vf Mums (4,:te widely
his lovemaking had not annoyed
and labor, and so fortn ind so Om
•. 1
lassz-1-14. was-smugly thatsalse did-not with Geoff Harriman."'Nan sit:'
Wiir are
ms to
ese pro
"Did you have a
suddinly
want to risk repeating the bitter
' ,TNICE PREST-Dra A
or
at a Merritt! Court of Hohor laute pr,port.or • f 'As:- I
solved? By resalut.ons! We know
experience she had had with Craig. time'? YOu do like him, don't you
be lost if fui:y exposed
• rhoor T.”' lest night
spring
"I like him—yea," Deborah a.
that many very. msus resolutiorui
But she did want to keep Otioff's
wnrhave been ads pted concerning these
friendship. It was a comfort after knowledged. "But I'm riot going !.
Th.
,71
•lf get crazy about anir
problems,
the blinding torment of her love let mvs,
the yrotlems
:wain I made a fool of myself one.
for Craig.
remain.
"I—I should like to help you with and that's quite enough."
One Cbrktian in any gisen tom•
Nan made an impatient geisha,
the cottage." she faltered. "But
munity who applies the teaching
don't you see that that would he sI do believe you still care abouiOtherwise, you wouldn't-Craig.
of James to 4-t irs das life will
impossible if—if—"
talk like that. How can you go st,
start a train of
rill. that will
He came to her rescue as she raisins after the way he -treat, '
add up to the solution of anN probbroke off. "You mean you couldn't you?"
lerh. •ll• 141, ei °mann or what not.
crime to the cottage if I persisted in
Deborah abruptly pushed sa,
translate
must
Vu
making love to your
our beliefs into
her chair and rose from the tabs
"You
understand.
action.
don't Your
"Let's talk about something el;
"Of course." He reaohed over and shall we7•
•
•
gave her hand a quick squeeze."I'm
•
a blundering idiot. I shouldn't have
To be conlintied)
More Excellent Way
upset you by making that clumsy The characters Ot this s"rfal ar
• - rtt
cornea:Son just now. Well — we'll
Rctitious.
WWII A SLOW TPIri241t
forget V. Shall we? It never napMEANS
SUDDEN DEATH!
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U. S. HAT IN PARIS-This
afternoon profile hat of
synthetic milan was created
for a Paris showing of California fashions. The wide.
slightly rolled brim is faced
, with soft folds of ombre
jersey In tones of strawberry to parfait pink.

!

ON PAYROLL — Blue-eyed
Helen Westcott, 19, will begin getting $150 a week for
her talents and looks.
Superior Judge Frank G.
Swain, in Hollywood, has
approved her seven-year
contract with Warner Bros.,
which starts at that figure.
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MANY PERENNIAL FLOWERS
BETTER SOWN IN THE FALL

Recipe Of The Week
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8th
see our line of homemade
CUTE- Here, in the latest
but simple hair-do, is Janis
Carter. Columbia star who
next will be seen in "Doubt.Take."

FOE
frii
era
at

candies also.

LONG'S BAKERY

READ TOE CLASSIFIEDS!
•

All indications, and reports we have arc
that shoe prices will continue to
ADVANCE for the next
several months
•

—
COME IN TODAY
and select your Fall Shoes before the
next price advance comes

.

Friday - Saturday

Announcing the Reopening of
John M. Lockhart

SATURDAY Only

"THRILLING,
'DANGER"
P•YhIONO
JON

More _txt.tili-ot way of
an,tst‘r
UM Golden Rule 1'4
the whole matter. But the Golden'
Rule Is ihspotent until it is translated into attion.
The

It aIl is that it
And the Le.;
WI.er &off.cone
letually vrurr.s
asked
,
was doing fo:
••Chr:s'..en.ty :5 C- •.z.sz
rre7
5
es for

A•••.1.

TTON

Sunday - Monday

John
M. Lockhart, former
treasurer of the Transtontinental
and Western Airlines; recently
elected vire president of the
Kroger company has assumed
Itis duties at the Kroger headquarters off iee in ( ineinnati.
Ohio. -He te ill he responsible for
-the financial phases of the Kroger
-business.
A graduate of Northwestern
University. he is a certified pubic aecountant and holds a law
tegree. Ile had been associated
pith T11.5 since 1911.

The Melton Beauty
Shop
At its new location
Next door to WYNN'S GARAGE ill
PURYEAR, TENN.,
On SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25

Sunday - Monday
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We invite our customers and friends to visit us
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ANNE

O'BRRN•SLEZAK • JEFFREYS

and inquire about the

filiF-RAFF'

FREE GIFTS that will be given away
November 1st

1

Tlie shoe-with the beautiful fit . . . presents your favorite Ghillie-Ti'Oxford of poIisfied Brown
Calfskin

irwm•••••••••••••••••.••••
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Ladies Your Attention
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SHOE STORE
Joe Irwin, Monaeer

Phone 106-W
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USE.THE

WISS111111

and Save Money
For Sale

I

FOR SALE-Pink snow suit, size. 1.
Red 5110W suit. size 3. Bassinette
on legs. Baby buggy. Telephone
024c
243-J.

1

YOU HAVE TIIE LAST WORD
TWICE-Vote November 4 to calla convention to modernize our
1890 constitution. The revised constitution will not become law unless you vote to approve it. Give
Kentucky a chance to improve. Be
wise, vote to revise-League of
Women Voters of Kentucky. 025c

MR- SALE-Trimz and Clopay
as advertised in Lilo WOULD LIKE TO RENT A GOOD
drapes
many assorted patterns, from 39c FARM. Have tractor and teamto 91.49-Riley Furniture and Ap- Sam Starks, Route 1, Benton, Ken024c
pliance Co.
tucky.
0279
FOR SALE-1939 Harley-Davidson
74, big twin motorcycle. Good
tires. See it at Texaco Service
Station across from Collegiate
024p
Inn.

-eyed
11 twit for
00ka.
ik G.
, has
-year
Bros..
lgtIre.

Almo High School

ruzzui

Crossword Puzzle
ACAU1113
1—Dried orchid roots
5—Commanded
8—Exchange
12 —G•sp for breath
13
14—A macaw
15—Tao-toed sloth
18-1ootlike part
17—fielf-contan.ed
thing
18—Bags
20—Astonish
22—General manager
compound word,
24—Girrs name
35—Biblical spring
16--Ingredient 01
breed

-

28—Crimson
31—Conatructed
32—Collided
33—Brave man
34—Literary bit
35—Portiona of
medicine
33 —Spitefulwoman
38—Child
35— flu
41—Book of facts
45—Native of
Aleutians
47—High Ahoe
41—Follow closely
50—Biblical seed
51—Boy
52—At this point
53—The mereetsCIO

i
S

le

7

L111-

RY

ri

a

11

t.

.54 —Paradiee
65—Orotip a/ taunts
gaoled
64—Remainder

ti

•

.8;

Orleans and the Tulane tilt. The
Greenies ware 13 point favorites.
ATLANTA; Ga., Oct. 24 (UP)- too. A mean thint to think about j
With the Citadel furnishing stop- Travis Tidwell. But after efl, Tidgap aid for Georgia Tech and Ken- well's bum leg is a big equalizer.
tucky bouncing off to the hinterKentucky romped happily yeslands of East Lansing, the South- terday in preparatioii far the Micheastern grid spotlight focused' to- igan State wrestle. They shaula
on Saturday's Georgia-Ala- be happy-nme point favorites.
baina tangle at Atheni and the inAllyn MsKeen's Mississippi Stat.
tersectional Ole Miss-Arkansas tilt Marotni will watch the Kentucks In Memphis.
Michigan State game with interest
Gcorgia's twice-beaten Bulloclis Michigan State handed Mississipp:
rated six point favorites and a State its only defeat this season.
The Maroons will have to take
win by Wally Butts' crew would
leave the front gate open for their eyes off East Lansing Ions
Georgia Tech's league leaders unta enauah to attend to the Hardintheir last warne-one with Georgia. Siraranns Cowboys at hustle. Hardin-Simmons is always- tough. But
here.
McWilliams. Harper Diva.
If Harry Gilmer can pace the with
Crimson to 'victory-and there are Truitt Smith and Wallace Matumany,who think he can and will- hell, it should be the Staters
the Tide will loom as the more im- There's a--freshman named Wiltori
mediate SEC threat to Tech. Ala- Davis the Mal'0011S will have 1 bama plays Georgia Tech in Birm- witch, though.
. Florida's Booby
Forbes - just
ingham on Novemb& 15.
Ni
matter how that contest stauldn't make the odds swint: anycomes out, Mississippi's
Rebel more than to make North Carolina
Warriors will be out tomorrow to 13 point favorites instead of 30
the pigskin hHThffhe Ara porro•favorites
Tennessee .should take Tennesse,
kansas Razorbacks.
Charley Conerly et al rate 6.3 Tech. But it might _net be a walk
HON CROUCH. pictured above. %s ill hold doss n the center position
Poor little Citadel.
points over the boys from just
for Evansville in the starting lineup tomorroa at the homecoming eaime
wfta of the river, too. A win for
will
Mississippi
sh o v e them,
Narcissi like to grow among the In Cutchin Stadiuna
though once-beaten, -altter to the roots of • other plants. For this
top of the league. They -are now reason they. llourish exceilettily full year sooner,
cattle show and sale Nov'. 12-14
runners-up.
tucked in among perennials in the
One of the bigger auroaises came
irden, or at the base of the shrubThe Oldham (*aunty artificial
when the
oddsmakers
favored bery border.
mg cooperative has 162 mem- ,
breeding
Louisiana State over Vanderbil:
_
by 13 paints.- ---cci
-ennial- vegetables s
as as- bers with 1.900 cows signed up.
Relieve miseries direct
It just wasn't in the books Jeff ciracias- rh_ubarb and
-without "dosing"
them to do that, said Bernie are better plante
is fall than
Bell county farmers have enter- i
Moore, LSU mentor.
next spring.
aragus and rhuON
A ONUS
Moore warned that %randy would barb will be ready to harvest a ed seven calves in the state fat
••
be "en the rebound" and thst
Tigers, who only whipped Ii
& FIELDER
iiCollege last Friday night bs
point.
Coach Red Sanders at Vander
Quality
was not even mildly
e
used
about his charges being • lightly
Foods
conaidered. Too
was -toomu
t-11=h.
There was
of Vandy's hid16th and Main
that tied a knot in
den ball p
the Tig
tail- 10 years ago. Do
they emember Green Ricketson?
Ledger & Times
Ample Parking
e Commaderer were to leave
oday for Baton Rouge. Auburn
- Space
was to leave via airplane far New

By NANCY MOHUNDRO
00nie
t5
We are starting our eighth week
1—Great work
of school with a new agriculture.
a
2—Man from Ottawr
FOR SALE-Horton washers. 9-1b. shower, and locker rooms. They
3—Boa constrictor
4—Former
1
capacity, deluxe model, double were built by the FFA boys who
t
dive-bomber
5—Lick up
lined tub with ruMp. Only $114.95. did an excellent job.
24
8.--Supplements
'f-21
Cash or terms-Riley Furniture &
The Community Club of Almo
7—Dislikes
I-4
4—Need
024c served a delicious chicken dinner
Appliance Co.
2'?V>,Is 34t 5.0
i0—.Beed costing
1I—Top of head
to a large crowd preceding the Buy
17—Vase
FOR SALE:. All wool Glamour Scout Court of Honor.
5
15—Tricky '
rugs 9x12-1124.96. Choice of now
21—Insect
Cheerleaders Named
23 —Fruit drinks
i15
1.4
11
patterns. Riley Furniture and ApWe have selected our cheerlead35—Wine vessel
7
i
pliance Co.
025p ers for 1947-48 basketball season.
27—Roman bronze
JO
y3e
r
26—Portia again
They are Virginia Hopkins. Jean
29—Obliterations
30—Speck
FOR SALE-Desk. sectional living FutreUe atid Euple Burkeen. n •
5
42 45
6
44 W *4
35—anguish
-room suite, bedroom suite. rut boys have -started basketball pr.,,
nobleman
.47
7 48
36—Orrat expanee
breakfast set. ice box; other small lice. We are looking forward to a
38—Perched
,
items-501 Olive Street—L. D. winning team.
40—Place of worship
53
41—Capable
024p
Workman. •
Queens To Be Selected
43—Burden
s
. , sa 1
ss
43—Fashion
We have begun our preliminary
44—Central part
FOR SALE: Farman 8 Tractor-flat election for our junir and senior
46—Try
4.
•
MOW
,14141
0
IMMO. I
40—Obtain
bottom breaking plow, disc break- queen. There are two candidates
ing plow. disc harrow, 2 row cul- from each class. The preliminary
tivator
Hubert Barnes Can be election will close Monday. Octoseen at Gibbs stare or call 923-J1. ber- 27, when one out of eaeli class
025p will be eliminated. The remaining
12 will compete until November 10.
HOUSE FOR SALE-New 5-room
By Oscar Fraley
and bath. lull basement. drive-in , The Mica Almo .and Junior
.. nodded approval as he
Almo will be revealed. The c9 United Press. Sports Writer - players
aarage. lute finished hardwood
said:
nation of the queens will be Nofloors; 64x340 ft lot
Plenty
"Seriously. Walter, we appreciate
YORK. Oct 24 (OPiee
NEW
shrubbery and trees Good loca- vember 18. We will have a ,home
all you have done for golf. We are
tion; near High School 412 South game wfth Farmington on that David James'(Dail Rees. Britain's
simply baskine in all the glory youf
date
8tfoiSt. By owner.
carbon copy of Ben Hogan, pre019p
brought to the game."
Seniors Receive Clam &hies
would
England
dicted today that
But the. British weren't bowing
FOR SALE-New Westinghouse reThe sehairs received their class
frigerators. also used Norge refrig- rings last Friday. The class is also give the United States a rough to the U. S. Ryder cuppers.
"If you ask 'Fred Daly, a typical
erators See Saturday afternoon making plans for an annual.
time in the pending Ryder Cup
at 113 N 5th St
025p
Seniors Select Officers
matches because adoption of Amer- Irishman, he'll tell you it's in the
The seniors have elected their ican methods had elevated 13;Irsh bag," Cotton laughed.
"Not only in the bag." the chunclass officers. They are: Ronald golf to an all-time peak.
ky Irishman ,injected, it's on the
Thompson. president; Char les
:Charley Ward and I made the boat."
Burkeen, vice-president; Alice
last American winter tour,- the
The Haig took that one neat, as
Nanney.
secretary-treasurer:
NOTICE: Have
Nancy
you considered
little Welshman explained as the single-handed he routed the BritFuller brushes as an anniversary Mohundro. reporter; Jack Roberts.
British Ryder cup squad arrived ish even before the matches are
gift" A hair
clothes or' bath watch dog.
"When we went home we started under way.
The candidates tram the senior
brush or a bath room set. Call
carrying on, because we were us"Lets have a drink," quuth Si
Rebecca Roberts and
419-R and ask fur John P. Cashon, class are:
ing pier methods of practice; prac- Walter.
a disabled veteran student 029c Alice Nanney.
tice. practice.
Junior Clue
"As result, all of our chaps
The juniors have elected their
A Matter of Taste
NANCY
worked harder--and our golf is
class officers for this year. They
level,
and
to
,t
maypre-war
back
are as follows:' Benny Ray. presibe even a bit better."
NANCY—AREN'T
dent: Bobbie Sue Poyner. viceExpert free inspection of
By "carryint on. Rees meant the
president. Betty Holaapplc. secreproperty for termite damage
THESE THE
enjoyed this
he
success
which
taryortasurer; Dorothy Mathis. remade available to you with,
PICTURES THAT
atanmer as he became the top Engribligation by TERMINIX. Ti'
parter.'
mites 'may be secretly cause., ! The candidates for the Miss Al- lishman in pro golf. winding up as
WERE IN
Britain's leading money winner'
extensive damage to your pr,
1
mu contest from the junior class
YOUR
ROOM!"--erty. Don't delay
and low man with a 71 average"
Call for
err
, Bobbie Poyner and Kathryn
free TERMLNIX inspection.
waled
Rees' fellow coppers
Cavitt.
was
uad
around him as the
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
sophomores clam Notes
Ed
resident
by' PGA
Phone 262
The sophomore class have elec- greeted
Wood.
Dudley and Cr
Authorlted Representative a
ted their class officers for this
Then HejM. Cdtton, peer of
.011.0 Velkse Teruo.. Corp.
year.
They are the following:
British
ers and captain of the
„IC
Youlanda M cC I u r e, president:
A. Ad.
.
, relaii11116"The'we Charles Starks. vice - president; inv,idpfs weho will meet the U.S.
at
irthina. Ore., Nov. 1 and 2,
Mary Kathryn Smith. ,secretary;
empered Rees' optimism by declarNellie Mae Marshall. treasure
anc.an clipped lones thaLhis.leam
le
avails CON71110t arid Ann all have that awful seven years
'
...V-"z
s•
against."
"We hope to put on a good
show." Cotton said, "and we aren't
We do
makitig any -avid1y/44es.
have a sense of humor -but we
may need it
Friendship Blossoms
ABBIE an' SLATS
Looking up. Cotton caught -sight
of• the late-arriving Walter Hagen.
IPI PONT KNOW ANY90- MOST MEN
WELL,JENNIE,
"The Haig." he said, leaping
THIN( ABOUT MEN-EX- THERE ARE
ARE JUST ORDINARY
across the room. "My waxiness." •
CEF'T WHAT MY SiSTER ALL KINPS.
GUYS -LIKE ME.WITH
The Great Sir Walter. the BritKATE'S TOLD ME -SHE SOME ARE
SOME BAD AND
ish squad cheered.
HATES EN,. WH AT
STINKERSSOME GOOD IN
Haven, florid faced_and overstufARE THEY REALLY
LIKE THE CANE
'EM -- THESE ARE
fed. grinned genially and replied
for 24-HOUR
LIKE?
MAYBE THAT BROKE
SWELL MUFFINSin an affected British accent.
YOUR SISTEIE HEART.
WHO mAyesEM?
"Righio ,chaps! Keddy on!"
Cotton weht on then to explaM
that the British team- was composed mostly of old men - with an
SERVICE
iverage age of 365. He is 40: Eric
Green and Are Lees, both 39. Reg
• ANY WHERE
• ANY 1 IMF.
Horn. 38: Jimmy Adams. 37; Fred
Daly, British PGA and open champion. and Ward and Sam King. all
36; Rees. 34: and Max Faulkner.
31.
_
"I'm loa young tar that team.
Hagen interrupted.
We had a very Mee trip over.
v an continued. and the food o s
sood that Adams gained faii,

Notices

•

By WILLIAM A. SHIR.ES
United Press
.Sports Writer

0

Today's Sports Parade

a for
rolls
.made

Southeastern Conference Football Review

ANSWAR 10
PRIIVIEILS

-

Vi91(8

HAYS

WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS

By Ernie Bushmiller

STONIER, 2 1

I LIKE MY NEW
WALLPAPER
BETTER THAN
THE PICTURES

h

IT
TERMINIX
wonostmtc,r5,,,Is.,

TAXI CABS
PHONE 232

4'3

i#3
13
04/5y Wad frOvre 1r.a.•••
sa• u 0.p.. OW
r.ent nor rod

By Raeburn Van Buren
• GO ON TELL ME
A6OLYT
MEN!

WELL - IF A hi AN
LIKES A GIRL,THAT

THATS FINE. THEN
KEERECT!

WE CAN HAVE GOOD

RINGS OUT ALL THE
6000 IN HIM.THEY
HAVE 6009 TIMES;

TIMEG!

SEE?

DIAMOND TAXI

41e.

4

PURDOM HARDWARE
COMPANY
•

HARDWARE

HOUSEWARES

APPLIANCES

LI'L ABNER
It was the -first time some of us
had seen a steak on otir plate for
years,- Cotton added.
Cotton hooked back then at Haaen. grinned and said:
"Walter. y•iu're on Is about half
he size I expected.
"Don't think I ate all the steaks
you didn't get. the Haig replied.
Cotton sobered glen and all his

By Al Capp

From the Wolf to the Door —
...mossommommmoo

MISTAH POWERS CLAIMS THIS
GAL,ISIETTY- IS TH' MOST
LUSHUSE BLONDE It4 TH'
'
WORLD. HM- - BE.IN'
. L.uskuss WHITE- HAIRED TYPE,
MAHSELF, AN MIGHT BE
PRE- U00 DeCED - -

11.11WilliMaWINIMEMeNelieMaire

Al-i'LL TEST IT ON
SOME NICE YOUNG
GENNULMAN.
TI-4INK
SHE'S LUSHUSS

DOES Yo'

OW00
o
„AO() Go

Kim!.

Vitr Ohi
oe
l
e
r,
AgF• •

BOTTLED GAS STOVES
SPORTING GOODS
PAINTS, Etc.
•

I

(

"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL-

STOP HOWLI14'
LIKE A WOLF,
AN' ANSWER
ME.Ple— HOW
KIN AH TELL
%NUT YO IS
?

-AN' NOW T'AX MISTAH
CONOVER T'FIND ME.
GAL NUMBER2,
TM'

—

ONE WIF T14' MOST
STUPEFVIN' FIGER
IN rm. WORLD"-

00%

ARpf,."9

WHLN POWER FAILS
KOHLER ELECTRIC PLANTS

,

Provide D•penda ma A u tome tic
Emergency Service For.
Fir• Depertments
Hospit•i•
Greosnhouees
Hatth•ries
Municipelities
Large Farms
Pollee end Commercial Radio She.
industrial and Comm•rcial Usel

HOLTKAMP ELECTRIC SERVICE
CENTPALIA

ILL.

PHONE INA

40

a

•
•'l

COPY FADED
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Should Kentucky Have A New Constitution?
No

Yes

Here is the question as it will appear on the ballot
Many people will vote "yes" to obtain the following
important reeisions:
November 4th:
1. To Give All Kentucky Children a, Better Chance
-Are you in favor of the ca lling of a convenfor Education. Permit a greater proportion than the prestion for the purpose of re\ king or amending
ent to per tent of the 'state school funds to be made availthe present Constitution of Kentucky,- and
able to equalize (improve) -educational opportunities of
such amendments as may have been made
children in rural areas.

-

2. To Put More Children in School. Improve school
attendance by requiring the per tapita school funds to
October 18. 1947
be. distribu-ted -t.s-each county or school district emthe
Jamestown, Kentucky
basis of the average number of pupils actually in public
I find thai more and more•people are -coming to the
'or private schools instead of on the basis of number of
children of school age, many of whom are not ii any conclusion that we do not. need a Constitutional Convention. Those who so believe should not fail to vote oppoh l.
site the word "NO- on the ballot -November -1. 19-17.
3. To Make Possible a Progressive Long-Range ProIlere are some of the many reasons why I am opposgram in Education. Permit the State Superintendent of l ed to calling a Constitutinal ('onvention.
Public Instruction to serve more than a four-year term and
( 1) It is expensive.
thereby avoid the present constant changing of administrative policies in our public scheol system.
: (2)1 If a revised Constitution is submitted to the
4. To Take Education -04 of Politics. • Have the -people by a convention. we, the voters. must acc(Ipt or reSuperintendent of Public Instruction appointed by . the ject the revised instrument as a whole. We.cannot Vick
State Board of*Education. Make his qualifications educa- out the changes we _favor sand vote for them and then vote
against the changes io.W.Ilitih-iVe -iire-Oriperesed.
tional and administrative instead of political.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1047.

SOIL DOCTORS AID
HUMAN HEALTH BY
BUILDING FERTILITY

,
se

HUNTING
and

CHICAGO-Soil .doctbrs are het
only curing the ailments of sick
soils through conservation measures
building up the fertility level, but
they are promoting higher human
health standards as well, according
to a statement by the Middle West
Soil Improvement Committee.
"Leading agronomists have been
preaching for years that human beings are the result pf what they

FISHING
IN KENTUCKY
By
KIRK

Fishing has been bad for some
or 4 months.
This has been
due to the usual hot summer when
the fish are down deep and are too
sluggish to be interested in any
bait.
The extremely low water level
in Kentucky Lake has also been a
large factor in the small number
of fish taken.
This condition
should improve shortly as the
water is becoming colder each
day.
Last year fall fishing was excellent, and it should be good again

re,

II

POOL

before long.
The fishing mystery of the year
There has been several reports has been the absence of Striped
or nice fish being taken from Ken- Bass. Last year it was no trick
lucky Lake in the last few days.' at all for the- inexperienced novice
Dr. W. Hutson took a 4 lb. largs to bag his limit of Stripes, but this
mouth last week on a Hawaiian No. year it has been it different story.
1.
The only Striped that are being
Crappie fishing with live min- caught is an occasional "stary".
nows is improving. Tom Rowlett. They have just disappeared.
Hue! Stroud .ind Vernon Jackson
Yesterday Burie Waldrop and
caught 235
Thurman
caught 50 in two days -last week. Rudolph
Part of -These were too small to pounds of blue channel catfish bekeep and were thrown back, but low Kentucky Dam. The largest
they still got home with plenty of the 41 fish weighed 15 pounds.
of fish for all.
They used cut shad for bait. ,

Well-fed crops build sturdy bodies.

(3) Very few changes in our Constitution are_need- eat," the statement points out. "Peo5. To Compensate the Families of Working Men in
ple Whose daily diet comes from
Cases of Accident. Permit the enactment of adequate ed. These can be made by amendment without a conVett'l food produced on fertile soil will
tion
as
we
have
been
making
changes
wlient".-er
necessary
for
protection
compulsory workman's compensation laws
have stronger
bodies, sturdier
since 1901. This method has one outstanding advantage: physical-characteristics and great_
of employees who otiff-er injuries,
if the legislature submits two amendments at any election er resistance to infection than those
we can a
or a(
, TerTe'r
0 e
mins. minerals and proteins necesvices. Permit cooperative effort between State and local other as we, the voters, think best.
sary to good health.
governments in the performance -of +hese services.
"The remedy agronomists recom14) Most of the reasons given for callin'g a Consti7. To Attract and Retain -Cap-1*We Public Officials. tutional Convention are either feeble or false.. For exam- mend for dietary deficiency caused
by exhaustion of soil fertility is that
CeiVe authority to the Legislature to adjust, within reasot - pie.,it is said that our present Constitution is holding back the
necessary minerals be restored
able limits, the salaries of judges and other principal pu
education. It is doing no such thing. There is not- a line in to the soil through plowing under
la: officials so as to reflect changes in the cost of living.
the Constitution 10 retard education in Kentucky. It is legume crops and crop residues and
by applying sufficient quantities of
To Stop the Abuses of the FEE SYSTEM. Abolish true, probably, that the salaries of a few professors should mixed fertilizers containing nitrothe extra \ again system under ee hich the state recently be more than $5,000.00 a year. To make that change gen. phosphorus ...nd potash."
_Lusid...a.jee_of_$370,000.00 to three lawyer.: for collexting would' require a Constitutional amendment unless the
h.) amendment is
Court of A N..44.ii-c-lusit-g..-40:- ru
-back taxes against a ra-rfreTTnecessary to give professors more'than .85,000.00 per year
9. To Reduce the Number of Elections. Permit the it can be made without a Constitutional Convention. Also
holding of county. state and federal elections at the same
thinkfthe SupeirinWndent of Public Instruction and some
time (this is - done_ in other .1-tates1 thereby •avoidin.g the of ihe other State Officers should GP eligible to re-clection.
heavy cicp-ehse of ha% ing primary and general elections These two amendments can be voted on at -the same time
every- year.
without a Convention.
CHICAGO-Hybrid corn's upward
_
surge in popularity in recent years
10. To Permit Greater HOME RULE.for Cities. Our
fl One of thl. worst proposed _amendments is now among the.nation's farmers was incities_are_ no required t obtain permission from the (len- being pushed with great vigor by the. conventionists. It is dicated by a statement made public
eral - Assembly every time a minor change in organization the amendment to take Constitutional protection away here by the Middle West Soil Im• is needed:
from the school fund by repealing Section 186 and leaving provement Commipee, showing that
the legislature to Acatter the school money as it pleases, this variety accounted for nearly 65
11. To Reduce the Cost.of Government. Make it per- or as some ciuwentionists propose, apportion the money per cent of all corn planted in the
missible. upon approval iif the voters affected. to consoli- to the schools according to the eattendame. If thud is done United States in 1945, compared
date overlapping agencies of government, and make such it will put an end to many schools in the -sparsely settled, with 22 per cent in 1939.
''In some of the Corn Belt states,
other not-eetontversiai changes in the constitution as will mud road districts: or if. the teacher had the nerve to hybrid plantings represented more
increase efficiency and reduce the present high cost of carry on -when bad weather and had roads have cut down than 95 per cent of all corn grown
,year.' the statement points out.
state goveimment.
her attendance- her .pay would be decreased and %WA* this
-While hybrids yield from 20 to
Kentucky has elected the outstanding men of their would be penalized for conditions that she could not help. 25 per cent more ktushels per acre
times to previous Constitutional Conventions and will do This would be little short of criminal. On this ground than old-fashioned open-pollinated
so again. Many of the ablest leaders of today have indi- alone every country teacher and 'every other teacher varieties, they likewise make a
bigger draft on the soil's plant food
ought to vote against calling a Convention,
cated their willingness to become Candidates.
resources. Thus they create the
for a constitutional convenIf the ;•, .,; •
I believe it is right to reward it teacher for extra ef- need for more widespread use of
tion. the delegatc-s, one from each of the 100 Legislative fort but it is- wrong to punish her for things she cannot fertilizers not only to rhake these
big yields possible, but to replace
Districts will be clected next year. , Th.- convention will
to' some extent at least. me taremeet, in 19-19.
S.
gen, phosphorus and potash reDON.T FORGET TO VOTE "NO" ON NOV. 4.
The Revised Constitution, as adopted by the convenmoved by the crop.
tion, will come back to the people for their approval or re"Recognizing these facts, most
Lilburn Phelps
effect
until
it has received a
jection. It cannot go into
farmers have been using more fertilizer on corn ,each year. Farmers
vote of approval.
have been acquiring increasing
These,' ar, •
ways in which you can help in this
knowledge about the best way to
cam pa ign.
handle this crop, due to experiI -Nototr shorrromigs- of nr -p-reFent-c
mental projects carried on at state
and talk ale,ut them to your friends and to the various
agricultural colleges and experi4
groups in whict you-are active.
ment stations."
2. Urge e.veryone to vote "yes."
with others in a local organization to promote this cam`paign
al.k your political leaders- to assist in getting a favorable vote at the November election.
VOTE "YES"

•
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HEAVY YIELDING
HYBRID CORN NEEDS
MORE NUTRIMENT

EARLY DELIVERY
OF PLANT FOOD
BENEFITS FARMER

HELP KENTUCKY PROGRESS!
V..• "YES"
i a Kolitticky
orr-tilaitenisl

CHICAGO - Foresight in making
early arrangements for 1946 fertilizer supplies and taking delivery
as soon as- possitle will pay farmers dividends at spring planting
time, according to a statement
made -public here by the Middle
West Soil Improvement Committee.
"Agriculture is looking to the
plant food industry for record supplies this year." the statement
points out. "The only way these can

entiot.!

NOVEMBER 4, 1947
, r7 71,.tt,-,. foe a New i'ontitution

[OPENING SOON!

-

•

.d baseman for the world champion
GIVE HIM AN ASSIST—George Stirnweiss, star seco,
New York Yankees. tries his hand at diapering his son. Edward. 3 months Old, as (left to
right) Susan. 4: Pete, 1 1 2. and Barbara, 3. look on. George has settled down to family
life In his Short Hills, N J., home and finds it is more complicated than a double steal.
•

Kirksey High School
Activities
By Marion W. Potts,'
School Reporter

held a meeting planning for curl Twelth
Grade: Jack
Salmon,
year's work and now every one! Norma Hicks. June Adams, Marion
is looking forward to the F.H.A.
I Potts, Clarice Nortworthy. MatHoner Roll Students'
-tie Noreworthy, Jean Darnell, BetWe, received . our report cards
•
last week. Those
making
the ty Cunningham.

,honor roll were:
Sparta
county
Garrard
homemakers
Our first basketball gams of theSecond Grade: Harold Tucker.
:eason will be with Sedalia at Se- Dione
Rule, held a rummage sale, proceeds
Humphrey. Gerald
dalia October 29
We hope there Jue Deg
Armond. Norma Fay from wnich went to support a rest
t-bee-x-tarxe crated-them' trotIT ItUtti554 till et; teIITTIT t,111171trt Brerr--Frnofrria tameaster.
Kirksey Out eecond game will be cla Riley
with Brewers at Brewers NovemThird Grade: Gerald Tucker. De
her 1
lois Crciuses Peggy Youngblood.
We are very. proud of our new Marilyn Usery, Janet McGee. Luis
score board which will be piild for Lawson. Billy .1.1e Crick, Brind,
from the proceeds of the- Basket- Young.
ball Qaren Cceatest which ends
Fourth ,.Grade:
Billy
R,,,z' It
Friday. October 24.
Fred
Garland, Threna
Gray.
We' are to orgainze an independ- .Gwendolyn Pierce, Beverly Greenent -basketball team tb be spun- field, Marlene Hobbs. Doti Passorest ty the V.F.W.
chall. Marilyn Darnell, Lary Lyles.
F. H. A. Notes
Joan Smith. Jo 'Ellis, Martha Ed -

For

Your

Meats, Groceries
and Produce

Wilburn Farris,
Owner

1
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to PROPERTY

Murray Tent &
Awning Company

TAXES
MUST BE PAID BY OCTOBER 31

On Walnut Street between 5th and 6th
Tents : Awnings : Tarpaulins
Truck Covers

Bumper grain crops produced by
generous fertilizer use,

I 9-17

be assured is for the tonnage to flow
steadily from factory to farm in the
months between now and spring
seeding operations. That means ordering early and taking immediate
delivery.
"The farmer who acts promptly
helps. accomplish two important results. First, he makes certain that
he will secure needed fertilizer for
his own particular land at exactly
the time he needs it most. Second,
he eases the production, storage-arid
transportation problems faced by
the manufacturer. Thus he encourages a greater overall output."

Canvas Goods of all descriptions'
Tailor made Automobile—Seat Covers
Headlining and Upholstery
Tailored to measure Venetian Blinds
and Window Shades
AUTO TOPS
Truck Cushions and Backs Rebuilt and
Recovered
5.

BOB HAW K1S,s. pie-lured above. Vt i I I he in the. starting lineup for
the
Purple Ares at the homecoming game tomerro'a 5fter114911.
tips the scales at iji pounds and pSie right Snide for the
Indiana team.
•

Use our classified
get the business.

THERE WILL BE A

PENALTY
AFTER THAT DATE

' Residents living in the NEWLY ANNEXED AREAS are
Subject to the payment of CITY TAXES
by this date also.
sas--Tney
=
A

44.

14,

•

WHITE HOUSE
GROCERY

Drrrtha Short.
-1608 WEST MAIN STREET
wards.jrrnICS.--B"Yr;-..—Wfinthr
0i1
,t
he.WK
edirlik
Ps3
il
a• HonmiVEcia°riecitbiie: Robertson.
club gave their informal initia- .. .Fifth
Grade: Charlotte Riley.
•
ton party. All the girls to be in- Janice Cain. Edgar Docires. Jerry
ihated were- present with the ej4.ene Bibb, Shelby Sanders. Charles
"Parking Is No Problem"
ception of 1wo. After the initiaeman. Ellis
Prather, Owen
lion and all, the girls enjoying Cook. Aleta Cunningham. ••
themselves. 32 of the club memSixth grade: Clara Fay Ellison
bets were served refreshments in
Eighth Grade: Marilyn Walk,:
OPEN
the lunch room. Thursday. the Dorthy Tucker, Charles Pat Ros, 7:00 A.M. to 7 P.M. DAILY
-new members of the club attracted
Ninth Grade: Robbie Salmon, 7:00 A.M. to 9 P.M. SAT.
every one's attention by having to Wanda June Crouch, Kathryn Gareat with the handle of the fork. land.
•
Today it's the same thins, only
Tenth Grade: Gail Smith, Jenthey have their mother's dreSs on ette
Walston,
Marie McCallon,
backward and wrong, side out at Billy Joe Fulton.
that
_
• Eleventh Grade: Evelyn KirkThursday after- mash our club land, A11.-ne 1
.
11 k er, BeS,le rattle
-- - —
/
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